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Life cycle of air pollutants
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Down wash of smoke behind stuck and building
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Air mass moves adiabatic up/down.

→up: adiabatic expansion→temp. down   

→down： adiabatic compression→temp. up

d
dz

dT


Dry adiabatic rateγd：0.98℃/100m 

γ＞γd
Temp. of air mass upped becomes higher 

than ambient air and accelerates its speed.

→ unstable by heat

γ＜γd

Temp. of air mass upped becomes lower 

than ambient air and restrains its speed.

→ stable by heat

γ＝γd → neutral by heat
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（ adiabatic distribution ）

Theory of air mass movement
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Loop shape：All layer is unstable.

Smoke moves widely up and down.
High conc. of smoke appears momentary 
near emission point. Fine daytime

Conic shape：All layer is neutral or 
week stable

Smoke diffuses same speed vertically 
and horizontally. Maximum conc. point 
appears farther than loop shape.

Fan shape：All layer is strong stable 
(reverse temp.)

Smoke can not move vertically. Smoke 
only diffuses horizontally like a fan. Fine 
nighttime and morning.

Roof shape：Lower layer is stable and 
upper is unstable

Inclination of temp. changes in reverse. 
Smoke diffuses upper side of reverse 
layer. One reason of Smog.

Smoke shape：Lower layer is stable  
and upper is unstable

Because lower layer is unstable, smoke 

circulate only in a lower layer. (Fumigation)

γ＞γｄ

γ＜γｄ

γ＞γｄ

γ＝γｄ

Unstable (Loop shape)

Week stable (Conic shape)

Strong stable (Fan shape)

Lower layer : stable, upper : unstable 

(Roof shape)

Lower layer : unstable, upper : stable 

(Smoke shape)

Typical types of smoke plumes and their corresponding temperature profiles
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Cause of formation  and characteristics of surface inversion layer

Name Cause and characteristics

Geographical inversion 

of temperature 

When air current moves over mountains, because of 

foehn phenomenon warm air stands over cold air. Basin 

and/or valley. 

Front inversion 

of temperature. 

Because of moving of front  cold air exists under warm 

air. Air pollution becomes serious in case of a stationary 

front. 

Subsidence inversion

of temperature

In region of  anticyclone, air subsidence causes temp. 

rise and deep inversion layer is formed during day and 

night. Photochemical smog appears.

Radiation inversion

of temperature

On calm clear night, ground surface is cooled by 

radiation loss and then strong inversion layer is formed. 

Smoke from surface is trapped in this layer.

Advection inverse

of temperature

This inversion is formed when warm air flows over cold 

surface. Fog is frequently associated with this type of 

inversion.



Internal boundary layer formed over land near the 

sea shore and smoke plume diffusing in the layer
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1966 2001

Pasｔ Air Pollution in Japan
（Smog : Primary particle)
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Air Pollution Caused by VOC
(Fume : Secondary Particle)

September 3, 2003 September 4, 2003
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Reaction of ＶＯＣ in the Atmosphere

ＳＰＭ
(Suspended Particulate Matter)

ＳＯｘ

Ｏ３

ＮＯｘ

ＶＯＣ

Primary Particle

Secondary Particle

Artificial SourceNatural Source Artificial 
Source

Natural 
Source

Photochemical Oxidant
Volatile Organic Compound
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Office
Noise

Vibration

Emission to the air

Discharge to the water

(River, Pond/Lake, Sea)

Spill or discharge to the land

Battery limit 

Environmental Aspects caused by Production Activities

Emission limits are settled 

at each emission points.

Contamination of land by dumping of wastes

Discharge to a 

stream or a sewer

Contamination of 

underground water

Smell

Residents 

houses

Plant

Wastes
Landfill

Incineration

SOx, NOx, VOC, SP, Dust

PH, COD, N, P,

Toxic substances 
(organic, inorganic)

PH, Toxic 

Substances
VOC

PH, COD, N, P,

Toxic substances 
(organic, inorganic)
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Characteristics of fuels
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VOC
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(1/2)
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(2/2)
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Sulfur content in coal and SOx in combustion gas
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Sulfur content in heavy oil and SOx in combustion gas
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Oxygen and SO3 in heavy oil combustion gas
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Particulates and SO3 in combustion gas of heavy oil (S=2-3%) 
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Sulfur removal from fuels

(a) Vacuum gas oil (VGO) hydrodesulfurization (HDS) process

Sulfur  4 Sulfur  1.8

Sulfur  2.2 Sulfur  0.1

Sulfur  2.3

With catalyst
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(b) Direct HDS process

With catalyst

Sulfur  4

Sulfur  0.18－0.91
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Desulfurization Process

Scrubbing

Product
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Cool down gas 
Temp. to 55℃

Desulfurization Process

Product
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Desulfurization Process

Product
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Desulfurization Equipment
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Emission coefficient of NOx from kinds of fuels
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Emission coefficient of NOx from facilities

Unit: NO2 converted kg/108kcal
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SOx and NOx emission coefficient from cars

(JEA(2))
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Engine load ratio by ship operating mode (JEA(2))
Unit: %

Empirical formula of exhaust coefficient for ships (JEA(2))

Diesel engine using heavy oil A
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Emission amount of NOx from an airplane engine

Unit:Nm3/s
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Principles and methods of NOx reduction
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Investment cost for combustion modification
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Cost performance of NOx control techniques applied to boilers
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Removal of NOx

Basics of NOx reduction
・Change low N containing fuel

（Heavy oil→ligh oil、LNG）

・Low O2 combustion

・Low temperature combustion

（→control ratio of air and fuel）

・to shorten combustion time at 
high temperature

Relationship between ratio of air over 

fuel and conc. of NOx

Fist setp combustion

Second 

step

N
o

x
c
o

n
c
e

n
tr

a
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o

n

Ratio of air over fuel

（1st） 1.0 (2nd)

Denitrization－Ammonia 

catalytic denitrization method
・Temp. 300～400℃ (decompose to N2&H2O)
4NO + 4NH3 + O2 → 4N2 + 6H2O
6NO2 + 8NH3 → 7N2 +12H2O

・Composition of catalyst：vanadium , 
Tungsten, Molybdenum oxide,Titanium oxide

・Shape of catalyst: sand, Honeycomb , plate

・Shape of catalyst：high effeciency,  

no byproduct, easy operation, no waste water

＜Theory of second step combustion＞

・Ratio of air over fuel < 1 → lack of O2

→ to reduce Nox generation

・ Ratio of air over fuel > 1 → Supply of much 

excess of air → to reduce Nox generation
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Combustion Air

Circulation of Burning Gas

Burning Gas
Ring NozzleFuel

Fuel

Atomized Gas

Secondary Air

Circulation of Burning Gas

（Ａ） （Ｂ）

Examples of Self-Recycling Low NOx Burner
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選択接触還元法による脱硝技術

4 NO + 4 NH3 + O2                    4 N2 + 6 H2O

6 NO2 + 8 NH3 7 N2 + 12 H2O

NO +  NO2 + 2 NH3 2 N2 + 3 H2O

Catalyst

Temperature: 300 ℃ ～ 400 ℃

Catalyst : vanadium , Tungsten, Molybdenum oxide,

Titanium oxide

Denitrization of selective contacted reduction
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Typical flow of Denitrization of waste gas from a boiler
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Boiler Mixer of NH3

Reactor of Denitrization

Heat Exchanger

Between waste gas and air

Blower

Electric Precipitator

Chimney

Vaporizer

Liquid NH3 Tank

Accumulator



Typical structures of Denitrization Catalysts

Honey-comb Type Plate Type
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Denitrization Equipment
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Electrostatic Precipitator
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Electrostatic Precipitator
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Waste Gas Treatments

from Process

from Tanks

from Loading

from Shipping
Absorption

Recovery

Incinerator / Heater

Flare stack
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吸収塔の絵に変更

系内回収

既設
(内部浮き屋根方式)

ベンゼン排ガス処理システム

大気

枠＋ｱﾙﾐﾆｳﾑ板

（ｽﾃﾝﾚｽ板）

排ガス吸収塔

Waste Gas Recovery system from a Tank

Inner Floating Roof Tank

Float

Inner Roof
(Stainless Plate)

Water Seal

Gas Absorber

Return to Process

Air
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＜Double film thoery＞

Two boundary film :Vapor side and liquid side,

to reduce diffusion velosity

NA=kG（p-pi）=kＬ（Ci-C） （Stable condition, mass transfer amount）

 Gas phase film coefficient of mass kＧ
 Liquid phase film coefficient of mass kＬ

＜ Film coefficient of mass and Total coefficient of mass＞
Gas phase diffusion velocity = Liquid phase diffusion velocity

NA: Mass transfer amount by unit time

kＧ& kＬ: impossible to measure

→ alternate with Gas phase total coefficient of mass KG and Liquid phase total 

coefficient of mass KL

Driving force of diffusion：
difference of pressure and concentration

NA=ＫG（p-pi）=KＬ（Ci-C） （Alternate with total coefficient of mass）

Theory of gas absorption
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＜Gas phase control and liquid phase control＞

Selection of gas absorption equipment

Low solubility 

gas

High solubility 

gas

Control by liquid 

phase coefficient

Control by gas 

phase coefficient

Equipment to 

reduce liquid 

phase resistance

Equipment to 

reduce gas 

phase resistance

Gas diffusion 

type equipment

Liquid diffusion 

type equipment

Perforated plate column

Bubble cap column

Jet scrubber

Packed tower

Spray tower

Venturi scrubber

Floating bed scrubber

Wetted-wall tower

Cyclone scrubber

Cross contact flow type

Gas absorbed Suitable type of equipment



(1/6)

Liquid dispersion type
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(2/6)

Liquid dispersion type
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(3/6)

Liquid dispersion type

Floating bed scrubber

Gas outlet

Mist separator

Spray

Grid

Floating ball

Liquid outlet

Gas inlet

Liquid inlet
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(4/6)

Weted-wall

Liquid dispersion type

Cross contact flow type

Liquid Absorbent

Gas inlet

Gas outlet

Blower
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(5/6)

Gas dispersion type
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(6/6)

Gas dispersion type
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Activated carbon

Outlet of gas

condensate

Mist 

separator
Blower

Active Carbon Adsorption system

Clean gas

Containing VOC gas

Inlet of gas

Adsorption with activated carbon

Adsorption box
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Activated carbon recycle process
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Used activated 
carbonReclaimed 

activated carbon

Off gas
(outlet)

Chimney

Off gas
(inlet)

Absorption tower

Dust

Vibration sieve

Fuel

Air

Combustion 
furnace

Hot air

(Rich SO2 gas)

Reclamation tower



Pressure swing process

Atmospheric dischargeOpen

Close

Absorption tower A Absorption tower B

VOC gas

Blower

Vacuum pump
Recovery

Cooling unit
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カートリッジ

Cartridge type Adsorption with 

activated carbon

ガス出口

ガス入口

円筒
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Outlet of gas

Cartridge

Cylinder

Inlet of gas



Thank you for your attention !!
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